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ABSTRACT
This demonstration presents Apollo, a new sensor informa-
tion processing tool for uncovering likely facts in noisy par-
ticipatory sensing data1. Participatory sensing, where users
proactively document and share their observations, has re-
ceived significant attention in recent years as a paradigm for
crowd-sourcing observation tasks. However, it poses inter-
esting challenges in assessing confidence in the information
received. By borrowing clustering and ranking tools from
data mining literature, we show how to group data into sets
(or claims), corroborating specific events or observations,
then iteratively assess both claim and source credibility, ulti-
mately leading to a ranking of described claims by their like-
lihoold of occurrence. Apollo belongs to a category of tools
called fact-finders. It is the first fact-finder designed and im-
plemented specifically for participatory sensing. Apollo uses
Twitter as the underlying engine for sharing participatory
sensing data. Twitter is widely popular, can be interfaced to
cell-phones that share sensor data, and comes with a pow-
erful search API, as well as a publish-subscribe mechanism.
We evaluate it using a participatory sensing application that
collects and posts noisy vehicular traffic data on Twitter, as
well as a set of 60,000 (human) tweets collected during the
Haiti tsunami and a set of 500,000 tweets collected about
Cairo during its recent unrest. Viewers of the demonstra-
tion will interact with Apollo for various fact-finding tasks.
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1Named after the Greek god of light and truth, among other
designations
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1. INTRODUCTION
This demonstration illustrates a fact-finding tool designed
to uncover most likely truth in noisy participatory sensing
data. Participatory sensing [1], where participants proac-
tively report their observations, has become an increasingly
important data collection paradigm, where humans act as
the sensors, or employ devices they own (such as cell phones)
to perform sensing tasks. Its growing importance stems from
the large penetration of sensor-enabled devices with com-
munication capabilities in human populations. However, it
poses challenges in that data are collected from individu-
als and devices who may not always be accurate. Filtering
the deluge of data for correctness is an important challenge,
commonly known in machine learning and knowledge discov-
ery literature as fact-finding . Apollo is the first fact-finder
designed specifically for participatory sensing data.

A fact-finder [6] maintains the abstraction of sources and
claims. In general, starting with no a priori information,
it iteratively computes their credibility: The credibility of
claims depends on the credibility of sources that make them.
Similarly, the credibility of sources depends on the credibil-
ity of claims they make. Iterations continue until they con-
verge. Enhancements of this basic iterative scheme include
a more general notion of claim assertion, where weights de-
scribe how confidently a source asserts a claim [5], incorpo-
ration of prior knowledge in the analysis [4], and clustering
of claims by subject [3] since the credibility of a source may
depend on the subject matter. The impact of dependence
between sources on credibility (e.g., when one spreads claims
made by others) can also be accounted for [2].

Apollo is a general framework for fact-finding in participa-
tory sensing data. Data-type-dependent modules first con-
vert source data (a set of source, observation tuples) into a
common representation of sources and claims. Clustering is
performed on input tuples first, by similarity of their obser-
vations, to generate a smaller number of claims for scalabil-
ity. Their credibility is then assessed in an iterative fashion,
together with the credibility of each source. Figure 1 illus-
trates the architecture of Apollo.

We evaluate our fact-finding algorithm in three distinct sce-
narios. In the first, a controlled experiment is conducted
where a set of participants report (tweet) traffic speed data
from GPS sensors in vehicles. We intentially corrupt a frac-
tion of observations. We also allow some participants to
report traffic information they heard from others, as op-
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Figure 1: The Architecture of Apollo

posed to reporting their own (i.e., spread rumors). We show
that computing average statistics from such noisy data is not
always accurate. However, when data tuples are clustered
and ranked by Apollo, the quality of reported observations
increases considerably. The second and third scenarios use
Twitter data sets collected during the Haiti Tsunami (60,000
reports) and the recent Cairo unrest (500,000 reports), rep-
sectively. In each case, the significant number of reports
describe a much smaller number of events, some real and
some rumored. We use our algorithm to identify the dis-
tinct events and rank them by credibility. The results are
then compared to media reports.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We consider a system composed of human or sensory data
sources that send their observations as Twitter feeds. The
sink has two modes of operation. A follower mode, where it
follows only explicitly named sources, and a crawler mode,
where it uses the Twitter search API to download all tweets
on the topic of a query (subject to API-specific volume con-
straints). A fact-finding algorithm is then applied to clean
up the data. The algorithm has the following reconfigurable
parts:

• The parser: It uses a configuration file (that describes
the format of the input data stream) to convert in-
put data into a standard JSON format. Conceptually,
the data stream is composed of source, observation tu-
ples, where source identifies the data source (e.g., the
Twitter user ID), and the observation content may be
structured, as in the case of phones sharing sensor val-
ues, or unstructured, as in the case of people sharing
text. The configuration file describes the observation
format.

• The distance metrics: A library of different distance
metrics is provided for clustering of observations. For
unstructured text, these metrics reflect text similar-
ity. For structured data, metrics compute differences
in data vectors. Data can be multidimensional. For ex-
ample, when cell-phones report sensor values at given
locations, both measurements and locations can be el-
ements of the data vector.

• The cluster credibility metrics: When observations are
clustered by the distance metric, one needs to rank
different clusters in terms of credibility. A library
of ranking functions are provided, inspired by current
fact-finding literature, ranging from simple ones (how
many tuples are in the cluster) to more complex ones
(that take into account the social network relation be-
tween sources). For example, the rank of a cluster may
be lower if observations in the cluster are reported by a
group of tweeters who are followers of the same source.

• Source credibility metrics: More credible sources are
those whose observations are found more often in more
credible clusters. This basic intuition leads to a library
of simple credibility metrics to rank sources.

With the above parameters, the rest of the algorithm simply
iterates on computing clusters, cluster credibility metrics,
source credibility metrics, until stable results are obtained.

3. THE DEMONSTRATION SCRIPT
During the demo, a laptop will be used that runs Apollo on
three different sets of Twitter data; a set obtained in a con-
trolled vehicular traffic speed measurement experiment, a set
collected from Haiti during its tsunami, and a set collected
from Cairo during its recent unrest. Users will be allowed to
reconfigure the experiments by changing the used distance
and credibility metrics, clustering algorithm parameters, as
well as the amount of data operated on, and observing their
effects on final results. This will help answer questions such
as: what is the impact (in the given scenario) of considering
social network relations between data sources on improv-
ing quality of information in participatory sensing systems?
What are the trade-offs between different distance metrics
among data vectors? How coarse-grained can observation
clustering be without impacting correctness of results? How
much data is needed to get reliable results? Results will
be displayed as lists of credible events and credible sources.
“Ground truth” data will also be shown (which is known for
our controlled experiment and estimated from other media
in the other two case studies).
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